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Abstract—In this paper, we propose multicode multiple-input–
multiple-output (MIMO) systems with quaternary low-correlation
zone (LCZ) and zero-correlation zone (ZCZ) sequences as spreading codes. Quaternary LCZ and ZCZ sequences have very low
correlation values when the time shifts between these sequences
are within the predetermined correlation zone, and thus, the multiuser or multipath interference can be substantially reduced when
the delay is within a few chips. The bit error probability of the
proposed systems is theoretically analyzed, which is numerically
confirmed. It is also numerically shown that the performance of
the multicode MIMO systems with quaternary LCZ and ZCZ
sequences is better than that of the conventional multicode MIMO
systems with quaternary spreading codes constructed from pairs
of binary Hadamard codes.
Index Terms—Hadamard codes, low-correlation zone (LCZ)
sequences, multicode multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO),
wireless local area network (WLAN), zero-correlation zone (ZCZ)
sequences.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ULTIPLE-INPUT–multiple-output (MIMO) techniques
have widely been used to increase the capacity of
wireless communication systems [1]. By utilizing high spatial dimension of multiple antennas, high spectral efficiency
can be achieved in the wireless communication systems. In
code-division multiple-access (CDMA) systems, higher datarate communication can be achieved by using multicode channelization [2]. To accommodate the demand for various high
data-rate services, we can construct a system by combining
these two techniques, i.e., MIMO and multicode techniques,
which is called a multicode MIMO system. Multicode MIMO
systems are considered to be standard techniques for high-speed
downlink packet access systems [3]. In conventional multicode
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MIMO systems, each transmit antenna uses the same set of
spreading codes, and usually, a pair of binary Hadamard codes
has been used to make a quaternary spreading code.
Low-correlation zone (LCZ) and zero-correlation zone
(ZCZ) sequences [4], [5] have very low autocorrelation and
cross-correlation values when the time shifts between the
sequences are within the predetermined correlation zone.
Therefore, they are suitable for the quasi-synchronous CDMA
systems and the multipath resolution for CDMA systems
[6], [7]. In this paper, we assume that the delays are much
smaller than the data symbol duration (or the period of
spreading code) and propose multicode MIMO systems that
use quaternary LCZ and ZCZ sequences instead of binary
Hadamard codes as spreading codes. Because of 2-D (spatial
and code domains) interference, we need 2-D successive interference cancellation (SIC) detection. However, it is shown
that for the proposed systems, 1-D (spatial domain) SIC detection shows negligible performance degradation compared with
2-D SIC detection. Also, the bit error probability (BEP) of the
proposed systems is theoretically analyzed, which is numerically confirmed, and it is shown that the proposed systems
outperform the conventional multicode MIMO systems. Thus,
the proposed multicode MIMO system can be used for the
high-speed data transmission with multipath resolution in the
isolated cell environments, such as hotspots of wireless local
area network (WLAN) and indoor wireless communication
systems, etc.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the system
model of multicode MIMO systems is presented, together with
the construction methods of LCZ and ZCZ sequences and their
detection scheme. The performance analysis and the numerical
results of multicode MIMO systems with LCZ and ZCZ sequences as spreading codes are presented in Section III. Finally,
the conclusion is given in Section IV.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
The multicode MIMO system is assumed to have Nt
transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas, such that each
transmit antenna uses the same set of spreading codes
{c1 (t), c2 (t), . . . , cK (t)}, where K denotes the number of
spreading codes. Fig. 1 shows the multicode MIMO system.
We assume that quaternary LCZ and ZCZ sequences are used
as spreading codes, that is, complex spreading is used [8].
Spreading codes have the period G, which corresponds to the
processing gain. A data stream is demultiplexed into Nt groups,
and each group is partitioned into K streams of data symbols.
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Z4 is isomorphic to the quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK)
symbols, the quaternary LCZ and ZCZ sequences can be used
for complex spreading of the QPSK and M -ary quadrature
amplitude modulation (MQAM) data symbols. In the next
sections, quaternary LCZ and ZCZ sequences are briefly introduced, and the detection scheme is also explained.
A. Quaternary LCZ and ZCZ Sequences

Fig. 1.

Multicode MIMO system.

The transmitted signal at the nth transmit antenna for one data
symbol duration is given as
xn (t) =

K


dni ci (t),

n = 1, 2, . . . , Nt ,

0 ≤ t ≤ GTc

i=1

Quaternary LCZ (ZCZ) sequences [4], [5] are sequences
that have low (zero) correlation values when the time shifts
between the sequences are within the predetermined correlation
zone. In this section, we introduce the quaternary LCZ and
ZCZ sequences that are used to construct the multicode MIMO
systems.
First, we explain a construction method of quaternary LCZ
sequences [4]. Let b(t) be a binary m-sequence of period N =
2s − 1. Let e divide s and M = 2e − 1. Then, the quaternary
LCZ sequences ci (t), i = 1, . . . , M can be constructed as
c1 (t) = 2b(t)
ci+1 (t) = b(t)+2b(t+iS),

for i = 1, 2, . . . , M −1 (4)

(1)
where dni is the data symbol for the ith spreading code ci (t) at
the nth transmit antenna, and Tc is the chip duration.
For the frequency-selective fading channel, the tapped-delayline multipath channel model [9] is used. The channel impulse
response from the nth transmit antenna to the mth receive
antenna with L multipath components is given as
hmn (t) =

L−1


hlmn δ(t − τl )

(2)

l=0

where hlmn is the channel coefficient of the lth multipath from
the nth transmit antenna to the mth receive antenna with zeromean complex Gaussian distribution, δ(·) is the delta function,
and τl is the time delay of the lth multipath. We assume τl = lTc
with L  G and the exponential multipath intensity profile
so that the powers of channel coefficients Ωl = E[|hlmn |2 ]
−lζ
are exponentially
L−1 distributed, i.e., Ωl = Ω0 e , l = 0, 1, . . . ,
L − 1, and l=0 Ωl = 1, where ζ is the rate of the exponential
decay.
The received signal at the mth receive antenna at time t is
given as
rm (t) =

Nt


hmn (t) ∗ xn (t) + nm (t),

m = 1, 2, . . . , Nr

n=1

(3)
where ∗ denotes the convolution, and nm (t) is an additive white
Gaussian noise. Using (1)–(3) can be rewritten as
rm (t) =

Nt L−1


n=1 l=0

hlmn

K


dni ci (t − lTc ) + nm (t).

i=1

In this paper, we propose and analyze the multicode MIMO
system using quaternary LCZ and ZCZ sequences as spreading
codes, which consist of elements in Z4 = {0, 1, 2, 3}. Since

where M is the family size of LCZ sequences, and the LCZ
size S = N/M . Note that if the delay between two LCZ
sequences is less than S, the magnitude of the correlation value
becomes 1.
It is easy to check that the family size of these LCZ sequences
can be increased u times by reducing the LCZ size to S/u, as
follows:
For i = 1, 2, . . . , M

and

j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , u − 1

 
S
ci+jM (t) = ci t + j
u

(5)

where S/u denotes the largest integer less than or equal to
S/u. Clearly, if the delay between these sequences is less than
S/u, the magnitude of the correlation value is 1. Note that
even if these sequences are not cyclically distinct, they can be
used for multicode MIMO systems, similarly to the cyclically
distinct LCZ sequences, and we will also call these sequences
LCZ sequences.
Quaternary ZCZ sequences can be constructed using a perfect quaternary sequence, which has perfect autocorrelation
property. Let b(t) be a perfect quaternary sequence. Similarly to
the LCZ sequences [10], the ZCZ sequences can be iteratively
constructed as follows:
Initial : c10 (t) = b(t), M0 = 1, N0 = period of b(t)
The ith iteration :
For j = 1, 2, . . . , Mi−1 , Ni = 2Ni−1 , Mi = 2Mi−1
cji (2t) = cji−1 (t)


N0
cji (2t + 1) = cji−1 t +
2
j+Mi−1
j
ci
(2t) = ci−1 (t)




N0
j+Mi−1
j
ci
(2t + 1) = ci−1 t +
+ 2 mod 4
2
(6)
0 ≤ t < Ni−1
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where Ni and Mi are the period and the family size of the ZCZ
sequences obtained after the ith iteration, respectively. However, the ZCZ size in (6) is fixed to 2(N0 − 1)/2, regardless
of the number of iterations. To increase the family size of ZCZ
sequences by reducing the ZCZ size, the method (5) for LCZ
sequences can be similarly applied.

where

Generally, the intersymbol interference in the multicode
MIMO systems cannot be ignored, and the interferences in
the spatial and code domains are greater than the intersymbol
interference. However, since the delay is assumed to be much
smaller than the data symbol duration GTc , the intersymbol
interference can be ignored.
We assume that there are L different delayed multipath
signals and the RAKE receiver with L fingers is used. The
correlator output of the l th finger at the mth receive antenna
for the data symbols spread with ck (t) is given by

=

(7)

hlmn dnk Rkk (l, l )

(8)

+

n=1 l=0

hlmn dni Rik (l, l )

(9)

i=1
i=k

+ nkml

(10)

l Tc +GTc
ca (t − lTc )c∗b (t − l Tc )dt, and
l Tc
l Tc +GTc
nm (t)c∗k (t − l Tc )dt. Equation (7) can be
l Tc

where Rab (l, l ) =

nkml =
divided into three different signals as
1) sum of the desired signal, the interferences from delayed
multipath signals, and signals from other transmit antennas with the same spreading codes in (8);
2) interferences from the signals using different spreading
codes from all transmit antennas in (9);
3) additive white Gaussian noise in (10).
Then, there are three different types of interferences, which can
be resolved by using the following methods:
1) delayed multipath interference, which is resolved by the
RAKE receiver;
2) code-domain interference, which is resolved by the codedomain SIC;
3) spatial-domain interference, which is resolved by the
spatial-domain SIC.
Therefore, in the detection of the multicode MIMO system,
2-D SIC is used to resolve the spatial- and code-domain interferences [11].
To detect data symbols dnk , n = 1, 2, . . . , Nt , we collect all
k
finger outputs yml
 in (7), and thus, we have
yk = Hk dk +

K

i=1
i=k

dk = [ d1k

···

dNt k ]T

k
yN
]T
r L−1

···

H



Rik = 


H(m) = 

  H(1) 
0

..



.
Rik
H(Nr )

Rik

Jik = 



rm (t)c∗k (t − l Tc )dt

n=1 l=0
Nt L−1
K



k
k
y1L−1
y20



l Tc +GTc

l Tc
N
t L−1



···

η k = [ nk10 · · · nk1L−1 nk20 · · · nkNr L−1 ]T
  H(1) 

0
Rkk

..
..

Hk = 


.
.
0
Rkk
H(Nr )
  

B. Detection Scheme

k
yml
 =

k
yk = [ y10

..

.

0
Rik (0, 0)
..
.

···

Rik (L − 1, 0)
..
.

Rik (0, L − 1)

···

Rik (L − 1, L − 1)


h0m1
..
.

···

hL−1m1

···





h0mNt

..
.
.
hL−1mNt

It is easy to check that (11) is similar to the conventional MIMO system. Thus, we can apply the vertical Bell
Laboratories layered space–time (V-BLAST) detection scheme
[12] to (11) to detect dnk , n = 1, 2, . . . , Nt , which uses
the spatial-domain SIC. Moreover, we can further improve
the performance for detecting dk by successively canceling the
code-domain interference using the previously detected data
symbols d̂1 , d̂2 , . . . , d̂k−1 , which is called the code-domain
SIC. Here, we do not consider the ordering of codes for the
code-domain SIC because each spreading code experiences
the same fading channel. Thus, we first detect d̂1 and remove
the interferences from d̂1 , then detect d̂2 and remove the interferences from d̂2 , and so forth. Then, (11) can be modified into
yk = yk −

k−1


Jik d̂i = Hk dk + ek

(12)

i=1

where
ek =

k−1

i=1

Jik (di − d̂i ) +

K


Jik di + η k .

(13)

i=k+1

In the proposed multicode MIMO systems, quaternary LCZ and
ZCZ sequences are used as spreading codes, and we already
assume that the maximum time delay (L − 1)Tc is assumed
to be less than their correlation zone size. Therefore, we can
only perform the spatial-domain SIC in the receiver without
performance degradation, which is shown in the next section.
III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS AND N UMERICAL R ESULTS

Jik di + η k

(11)

For the performance analysis of the proposed multicode
MIMO system, we assume that the channel and interference
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matrices are already known. To find the average symbol error
probability Pe , we can use the following relation:
Pe = EH [Pe|H ]

(14)

where EH [·] means the expectation over the channel matrix H,
and Pe|H is the conditional symbol error probability, which is
defined by
1 
P (dni = dˆni |H).
Pe|H =
KNt n,i
To find the conditional symbol error probability of the SIC
detection scheme, we should derive the signal-to-interferenceand-noise ratio (SINR) and average the symbol error probabilities of data symbols. To simplify the problem, we ignore the
error propagation, that is, we assume that the previously detected data symbols are correct, which is a good approximation
in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region.
First, we assume that QPSK modulation is used. To calculate
the BEP of the proposed multicode MIMO system, the SINR of
the input signal to the detector should be derived. Let SINRni
be the SINR corresponding to dni . It is well known that the BEP
of QPSK modulation is given as

√
Pb = Q
SINR
(15)
and for the proposed system, the conditional BEP of the QPSK
symbol corresponding to dni is given as


Pb|H = Q
SINRni .
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where (·)H denotes the transpose and complex conjugate. From
(16), we have

 K
H 
K






E ek eH
Jik di + η k
Jik di +η k
k =E
i=k+1

=E

ek =

Jik di + η k .



Rkk
 0


2
E ηk ηH
..
k =σ 
.

Hk (j)† yk (j) = dk (j) + Hk (j)† ek .
Since we can assume that the data symbols have unit power, we
only need to calculate the interference and noise power as


H 
E Hk (j)† ek Hk (j)† ek

H

Hk (j)†
(17)
= Hk (j)† E ek eH
k

H
Jbk

!



+E η k η H
k .

···
···
..
.

···

···


0
0 
.. 
. 

σ 2 GI

Rkk

where σ 2 = E[|n(t)|2 ], and Rkk is the autocorrelation matrix of the spreading code ck (t) that is defined in (11). If
quaternary LCZ or ZCZ sequences are used, Rkk becomes
similar to the scaled identity matrix because the off-diagonal
terms of Rkk are much smaller than the identical diagonal
terms. The covariance matrix of the interference term can be
rewritten as
!
K
K


 b H
a
H
Jk da db Jk
E
a=k+1 b=k+1
K


=

K


  b H

Jk
Jak E da dH
b

a=k+1 b=k+1
K


=

  i H

Jk
Jik E di dH
i

i=k+1
K


=

 H
Jik Jik .

i=k+1

Therefore, we have

j = 0, 1, . . . , Nt − 1

where j is the number of previously detected data symbols,
yk (j) is the j spatial-domain interference cancelled signal,
and Hk (j) is the corresponding deflated channel matrix [12].
Let Hk (j)† be the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of Hk (j).
According to the zero-forcing criterion [12], we perform the
following procedure:



0
Rkk
..
.

0

i=k+1

yk (j) = Hk (j)dk (j) + ek ,

Jak da dH
b

It is easy to check that the covariance matrix of the noise term
is given as

(16)

If L is smaller than the LCZ and ZCZ sizes, Rab (l, l ) is much
smaller than the period G of the sequence when a = b or l = l ,
and thus, in the proposed system, the code-domain interference
level is very low. If the spatial-domain SIC is performed, (12)
can be modified as

K


a=k+1 b=k+1

Since we assume that there is no error propagation, (13) can
be rewritten as
K


K


i=k+1

E



ek eH
k



K


 H
Jik Jik
+ σ 2 GI.

(18)

i=k+1

The ordering of data symbol detection in the spatial-domain
SIC should be determined by using the SINR, that is, the data
symbol with the largest SINR should be detected first. In other
words, we should detect the data symbol with the minimum
interference and noise power, which corresponds to
"
min
p(j)


†

Hk (j)

K


Jik



H
Jik




† H



!

Hk (j)

i=k+1

p(j)
2



†




† H

+ σ G Hk (j) Hk (j)

#


p(j)
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison of 4 × 4 multicode MIMO systems with QPSK using 2-D SIC. (a) Various L values with K = 8 under exponential power
profile. (b) Various L values with K = 8 under uniform power profile. (c) Various K values with L = 3 for LCZ sequences under exponential power profile.
(d) Various K values with L = 3 for ZCZ sequences under exponential power profile.

where [·]p(j) denotes the p(j)th diagonal element. Using (17)
and (18), the SINR of the data symbol dp(j)k for detection can
be derived as
1
SINRp(j)k
min
p(j)


Hk (j)†

K





i H

Jik Jk



H

Hk (j)†

i=k+1



H 
+ σ 2 G Hk (j)† Hk (j)†

p(j)

!
p(j)

!

.

(19)

From (14), (15), and (19), the average BEP can be derived as

Pb

EH 

1
KNt



$
Q





SINRp(j)k  .

(20)

j,k

Using (20) and the Monte Carlo method, the average BEP of the
proposed multicode MIMO systems using QPSK modulation

can be evaluated. For other modulations such as MQAM and
M -ary phase-shift keying, the same analysis can straightforwardly be applied, that is, we only need to replace the bit error
function in (15) by the bit error function corresponding to the
modulation.
For the simulation, we assume that the processing gain G is
64, there are multipath signals up to L = 3, four transmit and
four receive antennas are used, and the exponential multipath
intensity profile with ζ = 0.5. Quaternary LCZ sequences with
period 63, family size M = 7, and LCZ size 9 are generated
by (4) using a binary m-sequence with period 63. To increase
the family size of quaternary LCZ sequences, (5) is used with
u = 3 to generate 21 LCZ sequences. To make G = 64, one
zero symbol is padded to each quaternary LCZ sequence.
Quaternary ZCZ sequences with ZCZ size 6 are generated by
(6) using a perfect quaternary sequence with period 8, i.e.,
{0, 0, 1, 2, 0, 2, 1, 0}. To make G = 64 and M = 8, three iterations are performed. To double the family size of quaternary
ZCZ sequences, (5) is used with u = 2. The conventional multicode MIMO system is assumed to use the complex spreading
by quaternary spreading codes, each of which is constructed
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of 4 × 4 multicode MIMO systems with
16QAM using 2-D SIC. (a) Various L values with K = 8. (b) Various K values
with L = 3 for LCZ sequences. (c) Various K values with L = 3 for ZCZ
sequences.

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of 4 × 4 multicode MIMO systems with
64QAM using 2-D SIC. (a) Various L values with K = 8. (b) Various K values
with L = 3 for LCZ sequences. (c) Various K values with L = 3 for ZCZ
sequences.

from a pair of binary Hadamard codes of length 64. Also,
the scrambling code in [2] is used to randomize the mutual
interference of Hadamard codes. Each transmit antenna uses K
spreading codes. When LCZ sequences are used as spreading
codes, we consider K = 8, 10, 12, 14, and 21. When ZCZ

sequences are used as spreading codes, we consider K = 8, 10,
12, 14, and 16.
Fig. 2(a) compares the BEP of the proposed multicode
MIMO systems and the conventional multicode MIMO system when the number of transmit antennas is four, K = 8,
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Fig. 5. Performance comparison of 2-D and 1-D SICs for 4 × 4 multicode
MIMO systems with QPSK when K = 8 and L = 3.

and QPSK modulation is used. When L = 1, i.e., there is no
delayed multipath signal, these systems show almost identical
performance. If L > 1, there is an irreducible error floor due
to the code-domain interference in the conventional multicode
MIMO system. However, the proposed multicode MIMO systems show no error floor, and their performance becomes better
than that of the conventional multicode MIMO system as L
increases. Fig. 2(b) compares the BEP for various L under
uniform power profile, and it shows a similar trend as for the
exponential power profile. Thus, we assume the exponential
power profile for the remaining simulations. Fig. 2(c) and
(d) compares the BEP for the various K values of spreading codes when QPSK modulation is used and L = 3. As
K increases, the performance of the conventional multicode
MIMO system becomes worse, but the proposed multicode
MIMO systems show negligible performance degradation due
to the good correlation property of quaternary LCZ and ZCZ
sequences.
Fig. 3(a) compares the BEP of the proposed multicode
MIMO system and the conventional multicode MIMO system
when the number of transmit antennas is four, K = 8, and
16QAM is used. Similarly to Fig. 2(a), when L = 1, these
three systems show almost the identical BEP. If L > 1, the
proposed multicode MIMO systems have much better BEP than
the conventional multicode MIMO system. Fig. 3(b) and (c)
compares the BEP of the proposed multicode MIMO systems
and the conventional multicode MIMO system as K increases.
We observed that as K increases, the conventional multicode
MIMO system shows worse error floor performance, but the
proposed systems have much better error floor performance. In
particular, when up to 16 ZCZ sequences are used, there is no
error floor above the BEP = 10−5 . Fig. 4 compares the BEP of
the proposed multicode MIMO systems and the conventional
multicode MIMO system when 64QAM is used. It shows
similar trends as in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 compares the performance of 2-D and 1-D SICs for the
multicode MIMO systems. As expected, there is a negligible
performance loss in the proposed multicode MIMO systems,
but there is a significant performance loss in the conventional
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Fig. 6. Comparison of theoretical and simulation results when ZCZ sequences
are used for 4 × 4 multicode MIMO systems with K = 8 and L = 3.

multicode MIMO system. Thus, 1-D SIC detection is sufficient
for the proposed multicode MIMO systems, and therefore, the
detection complexity can be reduced.
Fig. 6 shows the theoretical and simulation results for the
proposed multicode MIMO system with quaternary ZCZ sequences. Since we assume that there is no error propagation
when we derive the BEP, there is a small gap between the
theoretical performance and simulation results in the low SNR
region. When we simulate the proposed multicode MIMO system by assuming a genie detector, the theoretical and simulation
results match well over the whole SNR region.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We proposed and analyzed the multicode MIMO systems
using quaternary LCZ and ZCZ sequences as spreading codes
instead of binary Hadamard codes. In the high SNR region,
the analytical result of BEP matches well with the numerical
result, whereas in the low SNR region, there is a small gap
due to the no error propagation assumption. Since LCZ and
ZCZ sequences have very good correlation property within the
predetermined correlation zone, the proposed multicode MIMO
systems outperform the conventional multicode MIMO system
using binary Hadamard codes if the delay is limited within
the LCZ or ZCZ. The throughput of the proposed multicode
MIMO system can also be improved via increasing the number
of spreading codes without performance degradation. Thus, the
proposed multicode MIMO systems can be used as a hotspot
solution in the WLAN to support high data rate. Since the
indoor wireless communication systems experience multipaths
with a few chip delay in the isolated area, the proposed systems
can also be effectively used.
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